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CALL to UN Secretary-General, Mr BAN KI MOON. 

Mr. Secretary-General, it is essential that the United Nations make readily available to all 

countries a credible peace plan that combines safety and gradual disarmament. It already 

exists: it is named "Map of the World Nations." In this context, a nation which has chosen 

to trust its military security to the United Nations could not, in any case, see their leaders 

take the lead in a war against another State or against its own citizens. Such a country 

could also not be attacked or see its essential economic interests ignored without an 

immediate response of the international community. It would cut down on armament 

budgets by 5% per year which would be allocated to social activities. This plan is only a 

starting point. Indeed, it would lay the first stone of a civilization of Peace and Progress: 

"The Civilization of the Third Millennium." It should be built on a solid foundation: a real 

democracy. Once the new era is inaugurated and the cycle of reforms commences, in 

twenty years, the life of all people of our planet will be greatly improved. 

2500 years ago, the "First Democracy" was born in Greece. Although it was entirely run by 

men it is so far the greatest political progress of our civilization. All the requirements for 

the birth of the "Accomplished Democracy ", which would enable the new civilization to 

develop, are met in Greece at the moment. As a fair consequence, a first Assembly 

composed exclusively of women would enable a vital renewal of policies. They would work 

on the perfection of the work of builders and by merit would become equal to men in the 

management of public life. 

Mr. Ban Ki Moon, what is obvious is not necessarily easy to implement. Without your will, 

none of this would be possible before the imminent earthquake. Greece, precisely because 

of its history, is in the forefront of a terrible battle. Greece fights for its survival and dignity, 

but also for the democratic ideal not to be eradicated from Humanity’s projects. We should 

not fall into such a dramatic trap. The eradication of democracy is prepared and shaped for 

250 years by an oligarchy which is led by "banksters" never satisfied by money and power. 

This oligarchy wants to enslave the whole humanity to its morbid fancies. To impose its 

dictatorship, it has gathered the most formidable financial, military, industrial and political 

power that has ever existed as well as the media: the "New World Order". It deprived 

political action, which is the foundation of democracy, of its means and meaning. The aim 

is to rob the generations that have been on earth of the essence of their fruits of labour. 

Hopefully, the light of our struggle will change the criminal ideas of the most manipulative 

predator of this clan. Meanwhile, the oligarchy of "Wall-City" has dangerously advanced 

its project. If we let this continue, this criminal action will lead to a succession of undefined 

misfortunes for ourselves and future generations. In each country referendums should be 

organized to abolish the powers of this financial dictatorship, the debt and war punishment. 

Humanity has only two options: it will both suffer the tyranny of the «New World Order» 

and plunge into a future of darkness and shame or it will build the "Civilization of the 

Third Millennium" with the tool of "Accomplished Democracy". This is the challenge of 

our generation. To meet this challenge "EVERYTHING IS AT HAND!" Be the man that 

will give this salvaging boost, plenty of freedom and dignity. Do not forget the struggle and 

warnings of the most emblematic political figures of our history. Follow in their wake. 

Despite the dangers and difficulties, they have prepared this new era: Lincoln, Adams, 

Jefferson, Gandhi, Franklin, Eisenhower, Roosevelt, de Gaulle, Kennedy, Mandela and 

many others. Moreover, you can not ignore the signatures of the present petition. Each 

signature is a cry that vibrates all human expectations; that humanity does not want to be a 

slave of any caste. From the beginning of time, it awaits the era of progress when "The 

nations would not be taught war anymore." The stone laid by JF Kennedy to this plan is 

essential. He sacrificed his life with his courageous work. Who is still afraid of JFK and 
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persists to block the path of the future? No individual or corporation could hold us back. 

His breath carries us beyond the horizon. We fearlessly raise the torch which fell in Dallas 

on November 22
nd

 of 1963. Fraternity is our tool. We can only succeed. Mr. Secretary 

General, you must initiate this new era. 

Hurry up, time is running out too. Dakttari 

JF Dottori (www.dakttari.org). Biosphere for Tomorrow since 1989. December 2
nd

, 2012 


